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Abstract 
If all recurrent states are included in a closed subset EJ 
states in a finite Markov chain then the probability 
F1J (t) = L p1l~) = L pf?<) FkJ (t-1) 
j€J k 
~ represents the cumulative probability distribution of a random variable T1J, 
the number of steps required for a chain which starts in E1 to first reach EJ. 
The moments of T1J may be obtained directly as linear functions of the one-step 
transition probabilities, as 
e.(T1J ) - 1 = L pg> e'(TkJ ) 
kr/.J 
e<TiJ) - 2e(T1J) + 1 = L PiV t(TL) 
ki,J 
• 
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If I!Pn> II = IIP 1(~> !It is the t-step transition probability matrix of a 
Markov process on the states E11• • • ,En then the probability F1 J (t) that a 
chain which starts in E1 will be absorbed into a given closed set of states 
on or before the tth step is 
(1) ( ) ~ (t) F1 J t = ~P1 3 = 
j&T 
L pg> FkJ (t-1) 
k 
• 
When all recurrent states are included in EJ then F1 J(~) = 11 and if T1 J is 
the time required to first achieve EJ starting from E1 i EJ then 
so 
MOdal values and percentiles of the T1 J are thus readily computed once the 
fUnctions F1J(t) are determined by either method indicated 1n (1). Computa-
tion of the moments of these distributions, however, does not require prior 
-2-
calculation of the distribution fUnctions themselves; moments may be obtained 
directly as linear functions of the one-step transition probabilities pf~J • 
Multiplying both sides of the equation 
:f'1J (t+l) = l: Pn' fkJ <t> 
k/;;J 
by t and summing gives 
eJ (T1J) - 1 = L Pfi> eJ (TkJ) 
ktJ 
• 
Similarly, for the second moments, 
or 
L t 2 f 1 J (t+l) = ~ pf~) L t 2 fkJ (t) 
t=l ktJ t=l 
eJ (~J) - 2eJ (T1 J) + 1 = L Pti> eJ (~J) 
k/cJ 
and so on to consecutively higher momemts. 
Note that if EJ partitions into a collection of (disjoint) closed sets, 
EJ = {EJ ,•••,EJk} then the same methods may be employed to find the conditional 
l . 
moments of T1Jh 1 the time to absorption into EJh" given that the process is 
ultimately abosrbed into EJh• The only added complication is that 
where 
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L tr[F1 J 11 (t) - F1H (t-1)] = Fuh (=)eJ 11 (TLh) 
t=l 
F1Jh(t) = LP:F= LPf3'F3Jh(t-l) + 2: pg> • 
j~::Jh j/zJ j&Jh 
Thus, the solution to an additional set of linear equations, for the case r=O, 
must precede the calculation of the higher moments. 
